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Цели  и задачи  урока .

• Ознакомить  учащихся  с 
географическими  понятиями  
Великобритании.

• Дать  возможность  самим  увидеть  
достопримечательности  данной  страны.

• Помочь  учащимся  выбрать  будущий  
маршрут  путешествия  по  
Великобританиии                                          
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Our  Version  of  the  Route .

• We  understand  that  
England  is  rich  in  
interesting  places  and  
every  spot  of  the  
country has  a lot  of  
attractions.

• We  try  and  offer  you  a  
wonderful  route.



The  Splendid  Southeast.
• That  really  attracts  a lot  of  

tourists , as  it  is  the  most  
beautiful  part  of  England .

• When  you  travel about  the  
Southeast  you  can  see the  
scenery  changes  right  in  front  
of  your  eyes.

• Forests  and  hills  turn  into  
meadows  and  plains  very  
quickly.

• The  Southeast  is  an  unusual  
beautiful  country.



Now  London ,of  course .

• We  can  not  imagine  
our  tour  without  
visiting  London .

• It  is  the  capital  of  
the  whole   country 
which  is  called  the  
United  Kingdom  of  
Great  Britain  and  
Northern  Ireland .



The  Heathrow  Airport .
• If  we  travel  to  Britain  

by  air  we  shall  arrive  in  
the  Southeast.

• This  is  where  the main  
airport  is  situated.

• Heathrow  Airport  is  the  
biggest  airport  in  the  
UK  and  the  world’s  
busiest   airport.

• It  has  28 million  visitors    
per  year.



The  London  Underground .
• You    may  visit  every  corner  

of  London  using  it’s  
Underground.

• The  London  Under-ground  is  
the  oldest  and  the  busiest  in  
the  world.

• Its  construction  started  in  
1860.

• You  can  buy  a  special  
Travelcard   on  buses  and  the  
“tube”  in  the  central zone .



Travelling  by  bus .
• Look  at  the  photo .It’s  

London’s  bus .
• It  is  usually  of  red  

colour  and  has  two  
decks .

• Wait  a  bus  at  a  bus  
stop  with  the  sign  
“Request  Stop “

• From   it’s  window  you  
can  see  the  whole  
London .



London’s  Attractions.
• I’d  like  you  to pay  

attention  to  one  of  the  
famous  places  in  
London.

• It’s  Trafalgar  Square.
• People   like  to  spend  

there  their  spare  time 
.You  can  see  a  tall  
column  in  the  middle  of  
it .

• It  was  named  after  
Admiral  Nelson.



England.

• It  is  full  of  historical  
places , beautiful  
countryside   and  wonders  
of  nature .

• England  is  a  land  of  
attractive  landscapes  
with  lakes  and  dales 

• There  is  no  place  in  
England  far  than  l.40km  
Away  from  the  sea.

• Enjoy   your  being  here ..



Scotland 

• The  capital  of  Scotland  
is  Edinburgh .

• From  Edinburgh  castle  
you  can  see  for  
miles,north  over  the  
beautiful  old  streets  and  
squares .

• Scotland  is  a  land  of  
amazing  lakes , bagpipes  
and  Highland  Games.



Oxford  .
• Why  not  to  go  to  

Oxford  and  Cambridge  ?
• These  are  two  oldest  

universities  in  England .
• Both  of  the  universities  

are  very  beautiful.
• They  have  some  of  the  

finest  architecture  in  
Britain.

• Some  of  their  colleges  
and  libraries  are  some  
hundred  years  old .



John  Bull.
• A  figure  in  the  picture  

is  John  Bull.
• He  represents  the  

English  people  in  
newspapers  or  cartoons.

• He  is  always  drawn  as  
a  broadly  build , 
red-faced  farmer.

• The  name  comes  from  
“The  History  of  John  
Bull”  by  John  
Arbuthnot.



Our  Recommendations .
If  you’d  like  to  know  

more  of  Great  Britain 
,you  may  visit 

-the  country  of  Kent 
,known as  a  garden  of 
England.

-Windsor  Castle,  an  official  
summer  residence  of  the  
Queen.

-Brighton, the  famous  resort 
.


